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Cloud Computing: Theory and Practice provides students and IT professionals with an in-depth analysis of the cloud from the ground up. Beginning with a discussion of parallel computing and architectures and distributed systems, the book turns to contemporary cloud infrastructures, how they are being deployed at leading companies such as
Amazon, Google and Apple, and how they can be applied in fields such as healthcare, banking and science. The volume also examines how to successfully deploy a cloud application across the enterprise using virtualization, resource management and the right amount of networking support, including content delivery networks and storage area
networks. Developers will find a complete introduction to application development provided on a variety of platforms. Learn about recent trends in cloud computing in critical areas such as: resource management, security, energy consumption, ethics, and complex systems Get a detailed hands-on set of practical recipes that help simplify the
deployment of a cloud based system for practical use of computing clouds along with an in-depth discussion of several projects Understand the evolution of cloud computing and why the cloud computing paradigm has a better chance to succeed than previous efforts in large-scale distributed computing
No man nor no woman could eat it like Nolan. The way he twirled his tongue, and slurped, sucked and hummed... there was no people or devices that could do what he'd done. He was the highest paid male escort in the game, with the most talent, highest skill level, and the most seductive mentality. His only problem was... He's in love. The lady he
wants is in the same profession, and she doesn't want to settle down anytime soon. A sizzling must-read page-turner from National Award Winning Bestselling and extremely decorated author David Weaver. Guaranteed to drop your jaws page by page! Read the sample and see for yourself.
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This edition presents today's most contemporary approaches for the management of fractures and other injuries. It details basic anatomy · mechanisms of injury · diagnosis ·management via internal and external fixation · follow-up · complications and reconstruction. It presents state-of-the-art information on growth and development,
pathology, complications, child abuse, anesthesia and analgesia for children's fractures and pediatric rehabilitation.
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Inhis utopian novel Hiera Anagraphe (Sacred History)Euhemerus of Messene (ca. 300 B.C.) describes his travel to the island Panchaia in the Indian Ocean where he discovered an inscribed stele in the temple of Zeus Triphylius. It turned out that the Olympian gods (Uranos, Kronos, Zeus) were
deified kings. The travels of Zeus allowed to describe peoples and places all over the world. Winiarczyk investigates the sources of the theological views of Euhemerus. Heproves that Euhemerus’ religious views were rooted in old Greek tradition (the worship of heroes, gods as founders of their
own cult, tombs of gods, euergetism, rationalistic interpretation of myths, the explanations of the origin of religion by the sophists, the ruler cult). The description of the Panchaian society is intended to suggest an archaic and closed culture, in which the stele recording res gestae of the
deified kings might have been preserved. The translation of Ennius’ Euhemerus sive Sacra historia (ca. 200 - ca. 194) is a free prose rendering, which Lactantius knew only indirectly. The book is concluded by a short history of Euhemerism in the pagan, Christian and Jewish literature.
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"Industrial Maintenance and Mechatronics provides support for an Industrial Technology Maintenance (ITM) program. It covers the principal industrial technology disciplines, with a focus on electrical systems and electronic controls. It provides students with the necessary knowledge for entry-level positions in industrial maintenance and prepares them for NIMS Level 1 credentialing"-"A quick-review study guide for the AP exam"--Cover.
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Bulletin administratif de la mairie de Lyon
In Alison Kent's brand-new novel set in Miami's sultry South Beach, Finn finds a woman who can melt his ice-cool exterior with one look, and a case that could land them both in hot water. . . Finn McLain is no stranger to unusual assignments. But the gorgeous stranger who just asked him to photograph her for an erotic art exhibit--that's definitely a first.
Finn came to Miami to dig into the personal life of boutique manager Roland Green for a lovesick gallery owner, and hadn't planned on sticking around. But the boutique's owner, Olivia Hammond, has just made him a proposal that's as hard to ignore as Olivia herself. She's got caramel-kissed skin, a body that makes grown men tremble, and a wild sideline
as an exhibitionist. Ooookay. Yet despite her willingness to "let people look," Finn's convinced there's a hell of a lot Olivia's not revealing. And that's the most intriguing prospect of all. . . Olivia has never been shy about using her sexuality to get what she wants. But then, she's never wanted a man quite the way she wants Finn. What he thinks about her
shouldn't matter, yet it does. Through every candid photograph and every heated encounter, Finn is getting closer, intent on getting beneath her shell--and for once, Olivia is tempted to let him. But first they have to contend with the fact that Finn's simple investigation into Roland Green is getting dangerously complicated. . .and Olivia isn't the only person
in town who's not what she claims to be. In a city throbbing with sex appeal, two wary lovers are about to play the ultimate game of show and tell, where temptation is raw, wild, and hot enough to make you sizzle. . . ". . .sizzles and thrills, with characters so sexy they scorch the pages!" --Tess Gerritsen
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“Savvily combines literary themes and cross-stitch designs in [a] visually appealing collection of projects . . . delightful.” —Publishers Weekly Inside Book Riot’s Lit Stitch, you’ll find a number of badass, bookish cross-stitch patterns to let you show off your love of all things literary. Some are for bookmarks, others are for wall decor, and still others can take on a whole host of finished outcomes. What
they have in common is their literary bent—the patterns speak to all manner of literary-minded book lovers, who are happy to display their nerdier sides. And what better way than through your own cross-stitch art to hang on your wall, prop on your desk, or even gift to friends and family? Most if not all are beginner-friendly and can be completed in a few hours—instant stitchification! So grab
yourself some excellent embroidery floss, hoops, and needles, and pick out one or more of these great cross-stitch patterns for your next project.
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